
Aries, now is the time to go in new directions regarding love and friend-
ship if you find you are unhappy; if you ignore this the situation will only worsen.
Impetuous action regarding finances is not suggested at this time; watch and learn.
Even so, you will come across opportunities to increase you finances; be careful. A
situation will conclude or enter a sensitive phase of expansion. You will have the
desire to work with electronic or some type of innovative theories combined with
facts. Your energies run effectively toward making yourself felt in the material, per-
ceptible outer world. You are not in the most patient of moods and you could cut
someone off that perhaps you shouldn’t. Let your mind rest tonight, Aries. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus, you notice changes taking place everywhere you look; this could
cause you to take another direction in achieving your objectives; the actual objectives
could even change! Now is the time to let go, not accumulate. Research and wisdom
from a trusted mentor will ease anxiety and create confidence. Listen carefully for with-
out appropriate advice you could step into a very negative situation; something you
may have created. You may face opposition on the home front until you explain what is
happening. You could feel unbalanced and trapped with the arrival of some new devel-
opments. Use your common sense, think carefully and proceed accordingly. Rest and
relax this evening with a good movie or book; you always land on your feet, Taurus. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini, your social life is prominent now and you may have to reconsider
changing your some of the people you call friends. Many of your co-

workers look up to you and try to find the secret to your positive frame of mind. Hearing
new methods and approaches are at the top of your list. Using research to get the cor-
rect details and reaching people clearly with your findings will be prominent; mistakes
could cause serious setbacks. In many cases it could also mean the way you present
yourself will help represent the company in a positive way; higher-ups are watching.
You will feel better about yourself and your efforts; this is rare but much needed! You
are high-minded and technologically superior. Accept compliments and smile, Gemini. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer, you could be disappointed with someone you thought to be reli-
able; take time to figure out what happened and make plans to go anoth-

er direction. You could think things will work themselves out if you re patient and let
them be; this is a dangerous chance to take! Things will flow smoothly today toward
finishing an important project. Intuition will lead you to look into new medical care; this
could possibly mean new exercise regimen or changes in the food you eat. You could
find yourself on center stage as superiors or the boss realize the quality of work you do.
Unpleasant disagreements could come about when someone tries to control what you
do or think. Enjoy your evening doing exactly what you feel drawn to do, Cancer. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo, it seems that today will bring with it an energy of making impres-
sive changes to your home by using simple, yet inventive methods. People will compli-
ment you on your clever designs and the perfect application of them. You could be
rewarded for very good business activity. You could come to the side of a friend to
help defend something they believe in; this could involve children with chronic dis-
eases or perhaps the homeless, but this will be a most helpful effort on your part.
Many others will come forward with approval and assistance. Someone who drops by
to show you the results of their new diet could amaze you. Good friends often give us
silent encouragement just by being next to us in a quiet moment, Virgo. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra, you may receive some information you have sought for a long time;
savor the moment. It could seem that the facts of your life change in the twinkling of an
eye; hold on for a rocky ride. It is better to halt in the middle of the stream than drown
trying to reach the other side, be patient no matter how hard it seems. You find great
enjoyment in your new studies and habits that bring positive outcomes. Hearing from a
brother or sister will bring warmth and merriment to your day or this could indicate
someone similar to a sibling. You will let someone know your true feelings and this could
be a beautiful moment. Your outer beauty will be obvious today and someone will say so.
A lazy evening with thoughts of fantasy induced possibilities for your tonight, Libra. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio, a new, exciting tool could appear that will support stronger
communications. Decisions regarding work are clear-cut and everyone could agree;
enjoy strong team unity throughout the day. A new idea could be polished and deliv-
ered to an appreciative client or customer. You could feel some resistance on a per-
sonal level that might puzzle you; be open to listening and learning. You may uncover
an unfortunate mistake someone made and did not realize until now. You may need to
ask for help later with an issue regarding a vehicle; could be flat tire or dead battery
but nothing serious. Think of something restful to do later with someone you care for.

Tonight, focus on the present and let go of all other concerns for now, Scorpio. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius, your vision is completely opposed to those you are involved
with on certain levels; you may feel your way is the best way for you and

not anyone else. Studying new concepts and methods is very important but remember
that just because you read something doesn’t mean you buy into it for it is merely some-
thing to learn about. Education is what separates many cultures and people because our
experiences are so varied; have faith in making your way to a good, sound finish. You
will be able to help lots of people and the sharing of answers will be available soon. The
desire to travel will continue through the new year and you will have these opportunities
crop up often. Tonight your home is your sanctuary from the masses, Sagittarius.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces, you notice the tiny steps you have taken toward a certain goal will
make a big showing this year. As a result, home, work and intimate rela-

tionships are front and center at this time; one small step at a time is perfect for you!
You feel prepared and eager to clear away and solve blockages; your decisions could
have to be remade tomorrow. You may feel upset over the way you have handled some-
thing but remember love conquers all. Societal issues could be your focus. If you feel
people are siding against you or talking behind your back, relax because everyone who
knows you loves you! Plenty of good times ahead as you continue your path toward
learning and exploring ways to make life better for you and those you love, Pisces.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius, someone seeks you out for your wisdom and guidance in a
difficult situation that could involve someone you love. You eagerly continue your spir-
itual search: remember not all leaders matters of religion, politics or theories can be
trusted as they are human and imperfect. There are no simple answers; be patient,
pray, meditate and listen to your own heart. In business and personal realms be certain
you have documentation before you present your case. You may cancel plans for a
small trip that could be problematic. You may not want to be around anyone tonight
and this may offend someone. You may want to put shopping for furnishing, clothes or
vehicles on hole for now. Surround yourself with beauty this evening, Aquarius. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1824 

ACROSS
1. Someone who engages in arbitrage

(who purchases securities in one mar-
ket for immediate resale in another in
the hope of profiting from the price
differential).

4. The condition of being unable to per-
form as a consequence of physical or
mental unfitness.

12. A lipoprotein that transports choles-
terol in the blood.

15. The longer of the two telegraphic sig-
nals used in Morse code.

16. An organism (especially a bacterium)
that does not require air or free oxy-
gen to live.

17. A unit of surface area equal to 100
square meters.

18. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
19. Marked by extreme anger.
20. A beverage made by steeping tea

leaves in water.
21. A small dynamo with a secondary

winding that produces a high voltage
enabling a spark to jump between the
poles of a spark plug in a gasoline
engine.

23. Elinvar is a trademark for a kind of
nickel-chromium steel used for watch
springs because its elasticity is con-
stant over a wide range of tempera-
tures.

25. A soft yellow malleable ductile (triva-
lent and univalent) metallic element.

26. An informal word (abstracted from
words with this ending) for some
unidentified branch of knowledge.

29. A mound of stones piled up as a
memorial or to mark a boundary or
path.

30. Being ten more than one hundred
forty.

32. A globular water bottle used in Asia.
33. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the

earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.

34. Capital and largest city and economic
center of Peru.

36. Tropical American tree grown in
southern United States having a
whitish pink-tinged fruit.

38. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.

41. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike
part of an organism.

43. A characteristic sound.
45. The capital and chief port of Qatar.
47. Food mixtures either arranged on a

plate or tossed and served with a
moist dressing.

50. The blood group whose red cells carry
both the A and B antigens.

51. Cooking utensil consisting of a wide
metal vessel.

52. A burn cause by hot liquid or steam.
53. Any of various large keen-sighted diur-

nal birds of prey noted for their broad
wings and strong soaring flight.

55. A fine grained mineral having a soft
soapy feel and consisting of hydrated
magnesium silicate.

57. Any of various spiny trees or shrubs of
the genus Acacia.

59. A wound made by cutting.
62. A vehicle carrying many passengers.
65. A Russian river.
66. Elk or moose.
68. A unit of weight equivalent to 1000

kilograms.
69. The spirit of evil in Zoroastrianism.
74. English theoretical physicist who

applied relativity theory to quantum
mechanics and predicted the exis-
tence of antimatter and the positron
(1902-1984).

75. A man who serves as a sailor.
77. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.

78. (Hawaiian) A small guitar having four
strings.

79. The state capital of South Australia.
81. Having leadership guidance.
82. The seat within a bishop's diocese

where his cathedral is located adv.
83. A great raja.
84. An agency of the United Nations affili-

ated with the World Bank.

DOWN
1. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian

mythology.
2. Type genus of the Ranidae.
3. God of wealth and love.
4. Stable gear consisting of either of two

curved supports that are attached to
the collar of a draft horse and that hold
the traces.

5. A peninsula in southwestern Asia that
forms the Asian part of Turkey.

6. A beta-adrenergic blocking agent (trade
name Corgard) that is used to treat
hypertension and angina.

7. A doctor's degree in education.
8. A strong emotion.
9. Black-spotted usually dusky-colored

fish with reddish fins.
10. Norwegian mathematician (1802-

1829).
11. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-

alling).
12. A republic in northeastern Europe on

the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea.
13. Depressing in character or appearance.
14. Acquire or gain knowledge or skills.
22. Ctenophores lacking tentacles.
24. Submerged aquatic plant having nar-

row leaves and small flowers.
27. Type genus of the Otariidae.
28. The act of playing for stakes in the

hope of winning (including the pay-
ment of a price for a chance to win a
prize).

31. Of a pale purple color.
35. The arch of bone beneath the eye that

forms the prominence of the cheek.
37. An associate degree in nursing.
39. An African river that flows northwest

into Lake Chad.
40. The capital and largest city of Yemen.
42. Tropical starchy tuberous root.
44. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the

earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.

46. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

48. Any of various plants of the genus
Althaea.

49. A famous chief of the Shawnee who
tried to unite Indian tribes against the
increasing white settlement (1768-
1813).

54. A sock with a separation for the big
toe.

56. 16 ounces.
58. Transparent anterior portion of the

outer covering of the eye.
60. Having the same or similar characteris-

tics.
61. A sloping mass of rocks at the base of a

cliff.
63. An ancient upright stone slab bearing

markings.
64. A member of a North American Indian

people of southeastern California and
northwestern Mexico.

67. A fraudulent business scheme.
70. A pilgrimage to Mecca.
71. A landlocked republic in northwestern

Africa.
72. In bed.
73. A quantity of no importance.
76. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
80. An official prosecutor for a judicial dis-

trict.
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Leo, this new cycle brings with it the opportunity to let go of denial on
you have clung to for a long time. Looking at the truth will enable you to

make sensible decisions that will clear the way for growth. If a method is not working
discard it and find another way. You could feel like freeing yourself of the conventional
thought that you need more things to be happy and fulfilled; you could unload many
old items that are holding you back. Shedding old ways eliminates old, cumbersome
energy that interferes with evolving of the mind and spirit. Open up for clear thinking.
Keep your feet planted firmly upon the ground even if you feel like running away; you
will see just how much you are needed by someone you care for tonight, Leo. 

Capricorn, trading email addresses and phone numbers will mark the
beginning of an important time in your life. Seeing more of family and

friends could provide support you need now. Interesting, cutting edge ideas and prod-
ucts hold your attention; you are completely bored with the mundane routines in life.
You want answers to the social state of the world and the causes for it! Take care with
your search for you will hear many different approaches from across the globe. Keep
your wits about you and take your time with important thoughts; you could be in a
position to let yourself believe something just to have an answer: beware of this! Enjoy
your evening with art, reading, writing, movies, dance or theater, Capricorn! 
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